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KS2 Multiplication Competition using Times Tables Rock Stars  

Dear Parents, 

For our multiplication tables competition later this half term, all pupils will need to ensure they are able to log in 

to Times Tables Rock Stars using their Wonde login. Please check this with your child and contact their class 

teacher if you need help logging in. 

 

Year 3 pupils will be tested on multiplication and division facts in the 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 8x and 10x tables 

 

Year 4, 5 and 6 pupils will be tested on all multiplication and division tables facts to 12x12 

 

Practice tables facts with a Battle of the Bands tournament 

In the two weeks leading up to the competition, commencing Monday 9th May, pupils will be encouraged to 

practice their multiplication and division tables facts using a Battle of the Bands tournament – there will be one 

tournament set up for Middle School classes and one for Upper School classes.  

When pupils log in to Times Tables Rock Stars between 9th and 23rd May, they will be able to practice their 

tables facts and take part in the tournament at home or in school. They will earn points for their class every 

time they practise. At the end of the two weeks, the winning class with the most points in Middle School and 

Upper School will be announced. 

 

Multiplication Competition 

During the week beginning Monday 23rd May, KS2 pupils will all participate in a 3-minute tables competition in 

class. This will include multiplication and division facts using a Times Tables Rockstars Garage Session. 

The winners will be the children who achieve the most correct answers in the time available. In the event of a 

tie, the percentage of correct answers will be used. 

 

The top 5 pupils in each year group, from each class, will then go through to a final round where they will take 

part in another 3-minute Garage Session to identify the year group champions.  

 

 

We hope all KS2 pupils will enjoy improving their multiplication tables knowledge by participating in the Battle 

of the Bands to prepare for the Tables competition. 

 

Thank you for your support. 

Middle and Upper school staff 

 


